
Arko: The Cosmic Order continues the story begun in the first Arko children's sci-fi story and takes place
five years later, where the teen Arkonots face both the positive results of their technology-enhancing
efforts from Book 1 and opposition to these efforts to restore the Earth and provide positive genetic
modifications.

The opposition has captured their leader Ben in an effort to stop them, resulting in an intergalactic
struggle that leads the Arkonots to reconsider their mission and its ultimate goals.

Because Arko: The Cosmic Order is filled with an otherworldly backdrop that involves dinosaurs,
telepathic abilities, and competing special interests, kids who choose this story ideally will have
absorbed the first adventure in Arko: The Dark Union. This audience will find it simple to pick up where
the first book left off (albeit in the near future) to absorb more adventures as the tweens of the first book
move into their teenage years, powers, and face even more challenges.

The story opens on a dinosaur-filled landscape with an unusual experiment which is moving the Earth
back to the landscapes it enjoyed before human activity transformed it. Leo's descriptions of this
evolving paradise bring its sights, smells, and attractions to life: "Gaia was greeted by a powerful scent
of wildflowers. Throughout the valley before her, red poppies, white roses, and small, blue pimpernels
grew in great profusion. The green grazing grounds spread as far as the eye could see. She inhaled the
clear, clean air and allowed the soft breeze to envelop her. The world was so pure that even the bees
humming around her seemed friendly. A swarm of feathered micro-raptors passed by, gliding among the
nearby trees. Each had four wings with feathers striped in dark green and light blue. Although little, these
predators terrorized any creature smaller than themselves."

Readers are treated to a survey of this evolving world before the action begins off-planet. Leo adds
unexpected humor that embraces ironic inspection and injects delightful moments of comic relief: “For
all intents and purposes, we only have… one lightrino.”

“Why?”
“Of the three, one has lost its navigating capacity and another is completely unresponsive.”
“And the third?”
“It's relatively functional.”
“Relatively?”
“Yes. It's just the asteroid avoidance system that isn't working.”

Just. Delightful interplays between characters are just one of the strong points in a journey that carries
the Arkonots into their teen years and positions of authority that sometimes conflict with their elders'
perceptions of their abilities.



From wormholes in space that portend disaster and loss to a talking pterosaur's reflections about God
and destiny, Arko: The Cosmic Order takes many unexpected twists and turns as the now-teen
characters find their way into and out of universe-changing trouble.

Tweens and young adults who look for exciting sci-fi adventure steeped in humor and action will find
Arko: The Cosmic Order a study in friendships, searches for meaning and connection, and fundamental
questions ("why does it matter if life exists?").

The answers—and the adventure—are intricately interwoven to provide a blend of rollicking good tale
filled with thought-provoking reflections on humankind, the universe, and the evolving capabilities and
purposes of the Arkonots.


